Definitions

**Stakeholders**: 19 **countries** and 10 international **organisations** that made a set of commitments at the 18th IACC.

Commitments are reviewed/audited by **sources**.

Stakeholders can provide feedback/comments per commitment

**Completion Status of commitments**: fulfilled, partially fulfilled, not fulfilled

Sections / Types of content

**S1. Stakeholder**

Stakeholder profile /dashboard

Stakeholders can be a country or an organisation (19 countries and 10 international organisations)

- **Name** [text]
- **Flag or Logo** [image]
- **Commitments total**: statistics of commitments by **Completion Status**
  
  Ex: 2 fulfilled, 1 partially fulfilled, 1 not fulfilled
- **Last updated** - date - date of most recent update of any child commitment attribute (description, sources or comment)
- **Description** [text paragraph]
- **List of commitments** [archive/list] - name, themes, link to individual commitment page name, completion status, link to Commitment page [S2]

**S2. Commitment**

- **Title** [text]
- **Stakeholder** - with link to Stakeholder profile [S1]
Annex 1. IACC Monitor sitemap

- **Department in charge** (from country or Agency responsible)
  Name [text] + [url]
  url is optional
- **Themes** [category] each commitment can fall under multiple themes
- **Completion Status**: [choice] ‘fulfilled’, ‘partially fulfilled’, ‘not fulfilled’
- **Action** [text paragraph]
- **Last updated** - date - date of most recent update of any commitment attribute
  (description, sources or comment)
- **Evidence**: List of sources [S3]
- **Stakeholder feedback?**: List of comments [S4]

**S3. Source**
- **name** [text]
- **published date**
- **description** [text paragraph]

**S4. Comments**
Comments/feedback from stakeholders
- **comment** [text paragraph]
- **published date**
- **author** (any stakeholder + TI)